Vins & Vinos Retail Price List 2016

WINERY

COLOUR

WINE NAME

Alc % Vintage

AOP / IGP

VARIETIES

Notes on the Producers

TASTING NOTES

PRICE INC.
20% VAT

A range of easy drinking wines MADE BY ALEX FRANCIS which are not only fantastic value for money, but taste brilliant. Selected from very old low yield vines just across the Pyrenees.
13.0% 2014
white BOI BOMBA
CARINENA
MACABEU
Dry, very fresh and fruity.
4.50€
13.0% 2014
red
BOI BOMBA
CARINENA
GRENACHE
Medium bodied, excellent everyday red, juicy
4.50€
Our own house wines Deliciously perfumed, dry loads of red fruit
13.0% 2014
rose BOI BOMBA
CARINENA
GRENACHE
4.50€

Mixed Case of 6 bottles
Moulins les Rainettes

4ha estate, organic, a labour of love by Belgian couple Jacque and Jill who came here in 2007 to pursue their dream of Saint Emilion from the Languedoc.
100% merlot from 4ha vineyard in the Haut Valley,
behind Limoux. We loved this wine for it's purity of
flavour and super ripe Pomerol or Saint Emilion style
Merlot 24 months in
fruit. This 2010 is similar to some top old world
14.5% 2010 IGP HAUT VALLE
Rouge MERLOT 24 MOINS
oak.
wines, and reminds me even of some wines from the
1961 Bordeaux vintage. It is unfiltered and bottled
from barrel so should be decanted, but this is no
fault. Amazing wine for the price.

HEGARTY CHAMANS

20.00€

11.00€

HEGARTY CHAMAN, MINERVOIS
Syrah, Carignan
Grenache Blend

Rouge OPEN NOW
Rouge NO 3

2009

Rouge NO 2

2010
MINERVOIS

Rouge BLACK KNIGHT

2007

Blanc

2013

CHATEAU MARIS

LES CHAMANS BLANC

Hegarty Chamans is
owned by Sir John and
Philippa Hegarty. They
have been an
Grenache Mourvedre
instrumental force
and Cinsault
behind organic wines in
the Minervois. Each
wine is a unique
Syrah dominant
expression of the
terroir and vineyard
parcels. They also
release wines only
Marsanne and
when
ready to drink.
Roussanne
Syrah Carignan and
Mourvedre

Notorious for it's controversial label, drink now says
it all.
Organic and biodynamic, low sulphites and little
filtration. Nevertheless really excellent wines if on
the good side of natural.
A touch more complete and complex, benchmark
from Hegarty. 16,5 from JR.
Black Knight is a rather special creature, very
temperamental and needs care. Treat like a
Bordeaux, decant and let breath and then it comes
into its own.

14.00€

A blend of Marsanne and Roussanne that has a bit
of a following. Unfiltered it can throw a light
sediment BUT for all that it is very rich and
interesting with many different flavours and levels.

12.50€

Robert Eden is committed to organic and biodynamic farming. These are no nonsense wines that are very good indeed. Thoughtfully and intelligently made.
Comfort wine to serve with sausages and mash,
2015
Blend
cassoulet or cheese Succulent, juicy, sit back and
relax.
Robert Eden built the If Cabernet Sauvignon is your serious dinner party
LAS COMBES
2012
Grenache Noir
first 110% carbon
guest then Grenache is your new best friend.
MINERVOIS LA
neutral winery in
Voluptuous and ripe and comforting.
LIVINIERE
Minervois. . The walls Open, expressive and blackcurrenty with a hint of
LA TOUGE
2013
Grenache Syrah
are made of hemp and elderberries and pepper. Aged in oak and cement
lime and literally eats this is a classic Minervois blend.
CO2. Organic and low Deep red with primary aromas of tar and smokey
LES PLANELS
Syrah
sulphite wines, cult bacon fat, followed by blackcurrant, licorice and
following across the prunes. Complex, silky, balanced.
New
EGG no 9
world.
New
BRAMA

Rouge VIN BIOLOGIQUE

Rouge

Rouge
Rouge
Rouge
WHITE

8.50€
9.90€

25.00€

8.00€

18.00€

13.50€
16.00€
39.50€
34.00€

CHATEAU SAINT JACQUES
Textbook wines that are real crowd pleasers. Always aged for a few years before release to the market, they are perfect for all occasions. ASK FOR QUOTE ON MAGNUMS AND OLDER VINTAGES
D'ALBAS
The top wine spends time in new oak and is always
aged before release. The current vintage is 2010
Rouge LA CHAPELLE
2008/10
Syrah 90% + Grenache
19.00€
and we have some 2008. Powerful, complex,
smokey.lighter
Licorice,
black
fruit. Drink
now
to 2020
Slightly
than
Chapelle
and for
earlier
Rouge LE CHATEAU
2012
Syrah, Grenache
12.00€
drinking, still classy and always good value.
Rouge DOMAINE ROUGE

2014/15

GSM Classic blend

Rouge PETIT ST JACQUES

2015

Cabernet Grenache
MINERVOIS

Bright fresh flavours, very commercial and likable,
modern style.
Simple juicy red, in screw cap. Herby blackcurrantleaf aroma touch of raspberry.

6.90€
5.00€

BTS

TOTAL

MINERVOIS

Rose

DOMAINE ROSE

2015

Rose

LA CHAPELLE EN ROSE

2015

GRENACHE AND SYRAH

Blanc

DOMAINE BLANC

2015

Vermentino, Grenache

DOMAINE PIERRE CROS

Grenache

A classic Minervois rose which is bright and fresh in
colour and very appealing and fruity. Good
everyday Rose, well done Graham.
Sweeping ahead of Whispering Angel in JR's recent
tasting with 16.5 comes Graham new Chapelle Rose.
Oh boy is this good but be quick as it is selling like
mad. Dry and packed with fruit, you don’t need to be
a millionaire to enjoy it.
This new white takes the quality of white up a step
to a deliciously enjoyable crisp summer wine. Grand
as Graham would say!

7.50€

12.00€

7.50€

Ex Rugby man, anarchist, rule breaker, terrorist, prickly as a hedgehog but passionate defender of ancient vineyards. Badens, Minervois

Rouge LES MAL AIMES

13.0%

2014

Rouge VIEILLES VIGNES

14.5%

2014

Rouge LES ASPRES

14.5%

2014

13.0%

2015

Rose

PARTOUSE

Rouge FIGURE LIBRE

FIGURE LIBRE

Blanc

SAUVIGNON BLANC

13.5%

Rouge CHEMIN DE MOSCOU

DOMAINE LA RAMADE

All the unloved varieties that Pierre can find on his
estate have found their way into to Les Mal Aimés,
his way of thumbing his nose at the reformers. Off
the wall.
One way to see how well a producer is working is to
simply look at how they handle Carignan, the most
fickle of varieties. In the right hands it can be
superb.
Les
Aspres is a small parcel of Syrah in the heart of
Partouse has a particular meaning in French,
probably best not to Google it! This certainly an
interesting get-together of grape varieties strutting

Coteaux du Languedoc and Malepere, a successful brand with excellent distribution.
Blended from across three different appellations and
PAY D'OC
BLEND
five varieties. Modern take on Languedoc. Syrah,
Domaine Gayda play an
Grenache, Mourvedre, Carignan, Cinsault
important role in the
Blended from across two different appellations and
Languedoc today. Most
five varieties. Modern take on Languedoc. Grenache
13.0% 2014
PAY D'OC
BLEND
of their wines are Vin
Blanc and Gris, Macabeu, Marsanne, Roussanne,
de Pays and they blend
Chenin Blanc.
form vineyards across
12.0% 2012/14
PAY D'OC
Sauvignon Blanc
Citrus, zesty, fresh, mineral, exotic fruit
the region. All wines
The iconic wine of Gayda, blended from parcels of
are organic and stylish
14.0% 2013
PAY D'OC
Syrah +
old vines across the Languedoc. Esp. Syrah from La
Liviniere

DOMAINE GAYDA

Blanc

Alicante 1927, Aramon
1930, Piquepoul Noir
1910 Carignan 1910 Ex Rugbyman,
anarchist, rulebreaker,
terrorist, prickly as a
MINERVOIS
100% Carignan
hedgehog but
passionate defender of
ancient vineyards.
MINERVOIS
100% Syrah
Badens, Minervois
Blend of six unusual
VIN DE FRANCE
varieties
VIN DE FRANCE

2012

8.00€

14.00€
35.00€
8.00€

11.90€

11.90€
6.90€
24.00€

Kerstin and Jacques Ribourel, 15ha of organic vineyards in the massif of La Clape. Prepare to be astounded.
Sumptious red which is profoundly concentrated and
100.00€
rich. Hints of truffle, spices and wild herbs. Now 2025
Cassis, menthol, pepper and sweet spices are all
14.5% 2010
Rouge GRAND RAMADE
50.00€
LA CLAPE
evident on the nose and palate Now - 2018
A delicate femenin rose, pale pink and quite
13.5%
Rose LES MURAILLES
2014
100% Syrah
8.50€
provencal in style. Dry but full of fruit, hint of
blackcurrent and laurel.
La Clape is an old Island now connected to the mainland of France. Peter Wildbolz is the driving force behind Mas Soleilla in La Clape. Very old vines on limestone and gravel.
Rouge IACOBUS

14.5%

2010

50/50 Syrah Grenache
Grenache, syrah,
mourvedre

MAS DE SOLEILLA

Rouge LES CHAILLES

80% Grenache
LA CLAPE

Rouge L'INTRUS
DOMAINE VENTENAC

Mourvedre Gr Sy

Elegant, rich and expressive. Think Chateauneuf du
Pape
Powerful, complex, brooding. Not for the faint
hearted.

18.00€
19.00€

Dynamic and forward thinking producer, organic since 2015. Above average to superb quality, nothing ever disappoints. Hills North West of Carcassonne
Rouge
Rouge
Rouge
Rouge
Rouge
Blanc

RESERVE DE JEANNE
GRANDE RESERVE GEORGE
MAS VENTENAC
CABERNET
SYRAH
COLOMBARD CHENIN

Rose

CUVEE DIANE

Mas Gabinele

13.0%
13.5%

2013
2012
2010
2014
2014
2014

Cabernet Franc, Syrah
Cab. Sauv and Syrah
Cab Franc, Syrah
CABARDES AND Cabernet Sauvignon
PAY D'OC
Syrah
Chenin, Colombard

2014

Grenache

Unoaked, ripe full fruit. Benchmark
Lightly oaked, complex, expressive.
94 points Parker. Expressive, complex
A light vintage, unoaked, sappy juicy.
A light vintage, crisp fresh unoaked.
Less tropical than 2013, still aromatic, fresh
Delicate pink, very pretty indeed, raspberries,
cranberries.

9.90€
13.80€
27.00€
6.90€
6.90€
6.90€
7.50€

The project of Thierry Rodreguez, in Laurens, Faugeres. Wines that speak volumes and never, ever disappoint.
Rouge MAS GABINELE RARISSIME

14.5%

2012

Syrah, Grenache,
Mourvedre

Blanc

14.5%

2010

Grenache Gris 98%

MAS GABINELE RARISSIME

FAUGERES AND
PAY D'OC

From the oldest parcels of vines, pure terroir wines.
As it ages Rarissime has often been mistaken for a
1er cru classe wine from Bordeaux.
Fabulous, maturing wine with layer upon layer of
complex aromas, herbs, mineral notes, slate and
flint. Now - 10 years

35.00€

27.00€

Rouge MAS GABINELE FAUGERES
Rouge LA GABINELE FAUGERES

Rose

LA GABINELE FAUGERES

14.0%

Syrah, Grenache,
Mourvedre

2010
FAUGERES AND
PAY D'OC

13.5%

2013

13.5%

2013

Grenache, Cinsault,
Mourvedre

Blanc

LA GABINELE PAY D'OC

13.0%

2014

Chardonnay, Muscat,
Piquepoul, Roussanne

Blanc

CHARDONNAY AVARVS

13.0%

2014

Chardonnay

13.0%
13.5%

2013
2014

Clos des Calades

Superb vintage 2010. Complex evolving aromas,
French Priorat? Powerful and satisfying.
Intense brilliant red, nose typical of the schiste of
Faugeres, blackberries, slate, graphite, cocoa,
cloves. Full satisfying, no oak
pale pink, the colour of fresh cut strawberries.
Raspberries, redcurrent, cranberries and grapefruit
notes.
Remarkable wine, a real crowd pleaser. Aromatic,
full flavoured, well balanced, thoughtfully made.
Tropical
Barrel fermented and aged, good burgundy
imitation

Syrah, Grenache,
Carignan, Mourvedre

16.50€
9.60€

9.60€

9.60€
9.90€

Elegant quite delicate wines from close to Nimes.
Rouge LES STRATES
Rouge PIC TETU

LANGUEDOC
PACIENCIA

13.0%

2012

60% Syrah, Mourvedre,
98% Grenache
50% Syrah, 40%
Mourvedre 10%
Grenache

Clos des Calade produce wines with great delicacy
and finesse, almost atypical wines from the
Languedoc, style is quite Burgundian. Maybe the
avoid picking too ripe but this is a style that suits
those that prefer lighter wines.

13.50€
10.00€
19.90€

Les Clos Perdus
Rouge LES CLOS PERDUS 101
Rouge LE ROUGE

NA
NA

CORBIERES

NA

Chateau Voulte Gasperets

Six generations of the same family, uncompromising and very good. Drink young.
Rouge CUVEE ROMAIN PAUC

2013

Rouge CUVEE RESERVE

2014

CORBIERES

Blanc
OLLIEUX ROMANIS
Rouge CUVEE CLASSIQUE

CORBIERES

Patrick and Laurent Revardy are the 6th generation
of wine makers at La Voute Gasperet. This iconic
winery is known for wines of complexity and finesse.
They are located in AOP of Corbieres Boutenac. The
Vermentino, Grenache
reds are fermented under carbonic maceration and
and Maccabeu
then aged in oak, the whites in stainless steel.
A large estate with more than reliable wines. Organic
Mid weight, ripe and fruity, easy summer red
Carignan Syrah and
Leading estate in
Grenache
Boutenac Valley
50% Carignan,
Grenache, Syrah and
Mourvedre

20.50€
12.50€

8.50€

Castelmaure are the proof that cooperatives need not produce indifferent wines. Stylish and well branded.
Rouge

AU VILLAGE SAN
PRETENSION

14.0%

2012

Rouge NO 3

14,5%

2013

Rouge GRAND CUVEE

14,5%

2013

CORBIERES

CARIGNAN AND SYRAH

Cooperative of
Castelmaure

Old vine Carignan, Syrah
and Grenache

Cooperative of
Castelmaure

Grenache, Syrah
Carignan

Cooperative of
Castelmaure

Essence of summer, unoaked and fruity but with a
serious level of concentration.
Intense deep red, hint of purple. Powerful expressive
nose of blackcurrants and licorice. A collectors wine
that ages well. Made by Bernard Pueyo and Michel
Tardeu for Castelmaure. Not expensive.
A benchmark Corbieres, rich and dense.

10.50€

22.00€

12.70€

Altitude vineyards from Fraisse en Corbieres. Natural wines with low or no sulphites. Worth seeking out.
Rouge NATURE POURBOIRE

14.0%

2014

Carignan and Syrah
VIN DE FRANCE,
CORBIERES

DOMAINE SAINTE CROIX
Blanc

LA SERRE

14.0%

2014

Grenache Blan and Gris
with Terret Gris.

John and Elizabeth
Bowen, organic high
altitude vines

NO ADDED SULPHITES. Not an extreme natural wine
but well made, balanced and one does not even
notice the lack of sulphites. Probably best drunk
young, but no shortage of fruit here.
From old vines grown on both limestone and schist
soils, shows freshness and mineral notes. The soil is
alive thorough careful management and organic
principles.

11.50€

13.50€

Colline del Hirondelle, Douzens. Corbieres but not.

Rouge LA JOUPATIERE

Rouge OISEAU
CARIGNAN SOUTH OF
Rouge
FRANCE

14.0%

14.0%
14.0%

Thirteen different
varieties. All of them old
and dating from 1900 to
1910

2011

Carignan, Syrah,
Grenache

2011
2012

VIN DE FRANCE,
CORBIERES

100% Carignan

Rouge COCOLICO

2012

Chenanson Grenache
and Syrah

Rose

VENTILO

2014

100% Chenanson

Blanc

CLASSIC BLANC

13,5%

2014

CORBIERES

Blanc

Katie Jones Blanc

13,5%

2015

Vin de France

Didier and Jen,
American-French
alliance based in
Douzens. Decided to
come out of the AOP
Corbieres to make
wines under Vin de
France. Good move
with the rare varieties
they have.

Is this Languedoc's equivalent to Chateau Rayas
Chateauneuf du Pape? Seemingly rich concentrated
and very complex on many different levels. Just one
barrel made per year, it is a real rarity.
Deeply coloured and very full bodied.
Carignan can tend to be a bit funky and reductive at
times, but no chance here. A rich full bodied wine,
somewhat rustic but great flavours
Just a few 10ha remain in the world of Chenanson,
and here we have one of the few wines made from
it. Surprisingly interesting as a red, quite soft and
easy.
Such a good rose, one of the best. 100% Chenanson,
what a treat.

32.50€

11.90€
13.30€

11.00€

9.50€

Benchmark Organic Estate in the hart of the Terroir Boutenac
Vermentino, Roussanne
and Marsanne

The oldest organic
estate in Corbieres,
since 1970s

Ripe fruit, good acidity and fine finish. The whites
from Caraguilhe are in our opinion better than the
reds and well worth the money.

9.00€

Newcomer to the Languedoc, based in Tuchan, Fitou.
Grenache Blanc, Gris
and Macabeu

Blanc
Rouge
Rouge
FITOU

Rather like Clos Perdus,
Katie has a love of old
vines in difficult
locations that have
been abandoned and
which she rescues

Jerome Bertrand, 6th generation of wine producers in Paziols, Fitou. Organic, terroir driven wines.
Rouge ORIGINES

2013

Rouge LES MEGALITHE

2013

Rouge ANCESTRALE

2012

Rouge CUVEE JEAN SIRVEN

2012

Rouge LE MECONNU ROUGE

2012

Blanc

2014

LE MECONNU BLANC

Homage to the six generations of Bertrand family in
Fitou. Domaine Bertrand Berge is easily the best
winery in Fitou, bar none.
Fitou was the first
Expressive of the local terroir in Fitou, mineral notes,
Old Carignan and
Languedoc vineyard to Fitou at it's best. Old Carignan and Grenache.
FITOU
Grenache
be classified as AOP in
Old Carignan, Grenache 1948. Old vine Carignan Carignan, Grenache Noir, Mourvedre and Syrah, 12
dominates as does month in oak. Powerful, tannins, tremendous body.
FITOU
and Syrah and
Grenache. Syrah plays a
Mourvedre.
Old Carignan, Grenache minor role. Bertrand Hand harvested best selection from the estate's
FITOU
and Syrah.
Bergeres wine are the oldest parcels. Aged in Barrel, no filtration, massive
East meets West, Merlot and Carignan. Fresh and
best.
Valle de Torgan Carignan and Merlot
not overripe, excellent value.
Dry Muscat, aromatic, floral tropical notes, lime and
Valle de Torgan
Muscat petit Grain
citrus.
FITOU

Grenache + Carignan

8.95€

12.95€

14.90€
45.00€
6.95€
8.95€

GAILLAC

Jack and Margaret Reckitt, producers in Condamines, Gaillac. Refreshing bright and good value unfussy wines for all occasions.
Blanc

GAILLAC BLANC SEC

12.0%

2013

Rouge RESERVE CLOS

13.0%

2012

Rouge GAILLAC ROUGE

12.0%

2012

GERS

Complex, honey and acacia blossom, dried flowers,
pot pourri.
Intense, fruity, silky tannins. A real change, and
unique.
Fresh, clean and fruity. Nice minerally tang

MAUZAC
GAILLAC

SYRAH BRAUCOL DURAS
SYRAH BRAUCOL

7.70€
11.00€
7.70€

COTES DE GASCOGNE, SW FRANCE. Home of Armagnac and now worthy good value wines.

Rouge

Blanc

Blanc

Rouge

Blanc
BASQUES

Rouge

apple

CIDER
MAS CONSCIENCE

Rouge

Blanc

Ampelomeryx is the name of a bizarre prehistoric
animal whose fossil remains have been found in
Montreal du Gers close by. A cross between a deer
AMPELOMERYX
The Béraut family are and a Giraffe it is well named for this wine, itself a
several generations of unique and unusual blend of totally different
growers in Gers region varieties. Pinot Noir of Burgundy, Malbec of Cahors
and Syrah
of the Rhone.
Works really
well.It Bright
of SW France. This What
a refreshing
and interesting
blend.
has
Colombard, Sauvignon,
region sits happily bright aromas, glint of green in the glass, suggestive
Folle Blanche, Gros et
HARMONIE
between
the
sunny
tropical
hints
and
slightly
exotic
on
the
palate
with a
Petit Manseng and
COTES DE
power of Languedoc dry clean finish. Yummy and scrummy and such
Chardonnay
GASCOGNE
and humid Atlantic. good value.
Our only really Medium dry white what we call
Increasing individual
Moelleux, Gently sweet in the mouth this is perfect
L'ETE
Gros Manseng
wines with their own
as an aperitif or with fruit salad, even hard cheeses.
range of varieties as
From the oldest plot on the estate, a wine of come
well
as
some
classics
Tannat Merlot and
LES MARCOTTES
from Bordeaux and concentration and a richness and ripe tannins. Try
Cabernet Sauvignon
this with a Cassoullet and you will get the most out
burgundy.
late harvested grapes coming in at the end of the
harvest, often touched by some noble not. Sweet but
11.0% 2012
L'ESCOUBASSOU
Petit Manseng
not cloying, perfect with a slice of fois gras.
An isolated and fiercely independent region with original wines. When the ex wine maker from Ch Petrus moves here it is because he knows something good is
possible.
Irouleguy is a tiny Appellation in the Basque region
of France and is really unique. The local red variety
Bordato is a natural
14.0% 2013
LURUMEA 100% TANNAT
IROULEGUY
Tannat
is the Tannat. Lurumea is surprisingly concentrated,
wine maker, avoiding
deeply coloured, with powerful acidity. Must be
sulphur and preferring
served with rich food or meaty steak.
not to filter wines. He
Apparently this is not cider but apple wine. We were
is also a legendary cider
charmed by its freshness and complexity. Lightly
maker. He works with
CIDRE TXALAPARTA
NAVARRE
sparkling it will apparently age for 5 years or more.
trees and vines spreadout across the region
Pascale and Bixintxo Bordatto have made it their
and works to preserve
mission to rescue the old apple orchards of Navarre
CIDRE BASA JAEN
NAVARRE
the old orchards.
and to recreate the amazing local cider. Terroir
Cidre!
TERRASSES DE LARZAC, COTES DU LANGUEDOC
Natalie and Eric Ajorque Organically and biodynamic farming with great care
are now well
and thought for the environment and
LE CAS
2013
100% very old Carignan established as one of
the top producers in St
jean de Fos and
L'Herault Saint
Terraces de Larzac and
jean de Fos,
L'Herault
and were part Another wine from very old vines, with fine perfume.
Terraces Larzac
Hint of herbs, dry and stony on the palate, perfect
Grenache blanc,
of the early pioneers
with oysters or shellfish.
L'IN
2013
Roussanne, Viognier
who discovered the
Pinot Noir, Syrah and
Malbec

and Vermentino

8.50€

6.90€

7.90€

8.90€

7.50€

12.00€

9.00€

7.50€

11.95€

12.95€

potential is this
beautiful region.

Collouire and Banyuls, Cotes De Roussillon.
Rouge COTE MER

Rouge CUVEE PARCE

2014

COLLOUIRE

BANYULS

These days, Collouire is something of a rarity and
very fashionable. Rectorie is rated one of the best,
but this Cote Mer needs care. It is still young and
has lots of potential. Vines clinging to the hills above
the sea.
Sweet port-like and highly original. Old vine
Grenache.

18.00€

19.00€

DOMAINE DU POUJOL

GRES DE MONTPELLIER
R

LA BÊTE NOIRE

R

Podio Alto

14,5%

2013

R

CINQ CEPS

13,5%

2014

Blanc

CARIGNAN BLANC VIELLE
VIGNES

2010

13.5%

2013

CLOS BAGATELLE
Rouge CLOS BAGATELLE

2015

Rouge JE ME SOUVIEN

MUSCAT SAINT JEAN

Blanc

CLOS DE MA MERE

LES TROIS TERRES
Rouge CUVEE MODERNE

14,5%

2012

Rouge SAUT DE DIABLE

Rouge LA MINERALE

DOMAINE MODAT
Rouge PETIT MODAT

13.0%

2104

Rouge SAN PLUS ATTENDRE

15.0%

2011

Rouge LE PLUS JOLI

15.0%

2011

Blanc

13.0%

2014

DE CI DE LA

SAINT CHINIAN
Traditional blend Syrah,
Grenache, Carignan
Mourvedre
50% Syrah, 30%
SAINT CHINIAN Grenache, Mourvedre
and Carignan
SAINT CHINIAN

Fermented and aged in oak this is generous wine
which is velvety rich and with an intense cassis and
blueberry. Very low sulphur at bottling, can be a
touchyielding
wild but
amazingly
Drink
now
2016.
Low
parcels
of wine
from
theto
best
sites. CoFermentation of all the grapes using natural yeasts
and aged in oak.
A traditional blend giving a juicy fruity and wine with
hints of cherries and blackcurrants and a soft velvety
finish.
Carignan Blanc is an old and rare variety. These
vines are 55 years old. Hand harvested, and
fermented in ACACIA wood barrels. Lemon, honey
and almond notes. Very low sulphite on bottling.
Bright fruity and easy drinking, an excellent value
Saint Chinian.

Deep crimson colour, spicy balsamic notes with ripe
black fruit. Aged for 18 months in new oak, this is a
2013
wine that will age for 6 to 15 years. Christine says
this wine is so good it leaves her speechless.
The vineyard of Clos The finest expression of Mourvedre, made only in
97% Mourvedre 3% Bagatelle are from four the very best vintages. Production is naturally very
2013 SAINT CHINIAN
Grenache
different terroir, vines limited. A wine destined to be a classic and will
planted on both slate benefit from ageing for 5 to 10 years.
and limestone. The are The aromatic Muscat a-petit-grain is very distinctive.
some very old parcels ST-J-Minervois is sweet and aromatic, best served
MUSCAT VIN
100% Muscat a petit which allow Christine to with cheeses or pate or as an aperitif. The smallest
NV
DOUX
grain.
make some of the most AOP in the Languedoc. A plateau of pure limestone
at 350 to 400 meters is dedicated to just the one
outstanding Saint
Chinians available. wine.
The Carignan blanc from clay and limestone and
50% Roussanne, 20%
Grenache blanc from slate soils. Both parcels are
Carignan blanc, 10%
over 60 years old. The other varieties from a parcel
Grenache blanc,
2014 SAINT CHINIAN
on sandstone soils. A really rare blend with fine
Viognier, 8%
flavours, slightly nutty and a perfume of white
vermentino, 2% chenin
flower blossom and fresh fruit.
blanc, 2% petit manseng

Rouge TERRE DE MON PERE

Blanc

Cabernet Sauvignon and Robert and Kim Crispp
bought the estate in
Grenache
1994, the first English
owners in the
Gres de
Syrah Grenache
Montpellier
Carignan and cinsault Languedoc. Just outside
Pic Saint Loup Poujol
The five main varieties has a unique terroir of
Languedoc AOP
its own producing
of the Languedoc
wines of great
IGP Pays
freshness. Low sulphur
100% Carignan Blanc
d'Herault
levels in all wines.
Vin de France

LANGUEDOC AND TERRASSES DE LARZAC, OCTON AND LAC DE SALAGOU
Cuvee Moderne is 80% Syrah and very fruity and
Syrah with a little
Alice and Graham
Grenache
Angus, Octon. Part of velvety. Organically produced, low yield of only
15hl/ha. Grenache with around 30% Syrah,
Terrasses de Larzac Dominate
LANGUEDOC
since 2012 in Coteaux characterised by cherry, spices and licorice notes.
Grenache dominant.
and TERRASSES
du Languedoc. Very old From 2012 vintage became Terrasses de Larzac AOP.
LARZAC
rocks from 1er Permian Dominant notes of blackberry, blackcurrant, violet,
and Cambrian era 300 tobacco and white pepper. Predominantly Syrah.
Syrah dominant
to 400 million years old. Tiny yields, these are fantastic wines for the price.

COTES DE ROUSSILLON VILLAGES, CASSAGNE AND CARAMANY
Carignan dominant with
An easy drinking wine that is very well made, an a
Syrah
good example of Roussillon Caramany AOP
Domaine Modat is A more serious wine from Modat with deep colour,
Syrah, Grenache and
three generations of great concentration yet very approachable. The
Carignan
wine makers still active complex aromas and flavours benefit for opening
at the winery. 100% and decanting the wine if possible.
From the oldest parcels and the smallest yields
COTES DE
organic and
80% Syrah, Grenache biodynamic, they work comes Le Plus Joli. Hand harvested, fermented and
ROUSSILLON
and Carignan
VILLAGES
with their indigenous aged in oak a wine of great potential. Drink now to
yeast and low sulphur 2025.
levels but the wines are The dry whites of Roussillon are perhaps the unsung
heroes. De Ci de La is one of the very best, without
Grenache Blanc,
very correct and
being pretentious it manages to combine a brilliant
Grenache Gris and
faultless.
freshness with great style and pleasure. Hugely
Maccabeu
enjoyable for all occasions.

DOMAINE DE RIBERACH

17.00€

16.50€
8.00€
18.00€

3.45€

25.00€

45.00€

12.00€

14.90€

12.75€
14.95€

11.50€

12.00€

17.00€

46.00€

15.00€

COTES DE ROUSSILLON, BELESTA
Blanc

Riberach Synthèse

11,5%

2014

IGP COTES
CATALANS

Maccabeu, Grenache
Blanc et Gris, Carignan Domaine de Riberach in
Blanc
Belesta is similar to and
yet at the same time a
complete contrast to
the wines of Domaine
Modat. Small and
completely organic and
biodynamic as well in
production these wines
are much more in the
school of low
interventionist natural
wine making, with
some quite funky and
unusual flavours and
aromas. A good idea is

Domaine de Riberach is located in Belesta, the heart
of the Roussillon Cru vineyards. All 10 ha of their
vines are planted at high altitude. This wine is
remarkable for it's very modest alcohol level of
11,5%. Very specific and unique, excellent aperitif

15.00€

Rouge Riberach Synthèse

13.0%

2012

IGP COTES
CATALANS

Syrah, Grenache and
Carignan

Rouge Riberach Thèse

14.0%

2010

IGP COTES
CATALANS

100% Grenache

Rouge Riberach Antithèse

13.0%

2011

IGP COTES
CATALANS

100% Syrah

Rouge Riberach Rouge No 12

13.0%

2012

IGP COTES
CATALANS

Syrah, Grenache and
Carignan

MAS GABRIEL

Domaine de Riberach in
Belesta is similar to and
yet at the same time a
complete contrast to
the wines of Domaine
Modat. Small and
completely organic and
biodynamic as well in
production these wines
are much more in the
school of low
interventionist natural
wine making, with
some quite funky and
unusual flavours and
aromas. A good idea is
to decant them and let
them breath first.

COTES DE LANGUEDOC, CAUX AND PEZENAS
Rouge LES TROIS TERRASSES

14,5%

2012 PAY L'HERAULT

Old vine Carignan

Vermentino and
Grenache Gris

Blanc

CHAMPS DES BLUET

14.0%

2014

Pays de
L'Herault

Blanc

CLOS DES PAPILLONS

13.0%

2014

Pays de
L'Herault
Coteaux de
Languedoc
Pezenas

Rouge CLOS DES LIEVRES

14.5%

2013

Rouges ROSE FLEUR SAUVAGES

13.0%

2014 PAY L'HERAULT

Bergerie du Capucin

This small organic and
biodynamic winery is
run by Peter and
Deborah Core in Caux.
Just 6 ha of vines they
Carignan Blanc 100%
have a reputation as
one of the most
Dominant Syrah with
exciting producers in all
Grenache and Carignan
of Pezenas AOP
noire.

cinsault and Grenache

From 5 different parcels planted at 350m altitude on
granite and slate soils. Wild yeast fermentation with
no added chemicals, lightly filtered. Mid weight,
almost burgundian in style will benefit from opening
ahead of a meal. Now to 5 years
A pure Grenache from granitic soils, very fine and an
almost delicate Gevry Chambertin in style. Very
pure, elegant and minerally. A hint of tar and
leather
over the
redlimestone
fruit. Finish
A
pure Syrah
from
soilscomplex,
which ispersistent.
the
antithesis of the Thèse naturally enough! Only using
indigenous yeasts and a low interventionist wine
making we come as close to natural wine as I am
happy to go. These are wines that are low in
A perfect introduction to Riberach's very special and
particular style. Mid weight at 13% these wines are
very light and a great introduction to Roussillon.
Probably best served with a light grill or pasta.
from vines averaging 50 years old planted on
basaltic gravel. The vines are surrounded by woods
and wild scub. Naturally very low yields. Cassis,
black olives and fine tannins, fruity and savoury.
Just 650 bottles per year of this extraordinarily good
wine. Vines planted at St jean de Bebian on rolled
boulders and pebbles. An exceptionally complex
wine that has great breeding .
In contrast to the reds, the Carignan blanc is grown
on limestone soils which giving some freshness and
more floral characteristics. Think honey blossom and
almonds.
Three east facing terraces built onto granite and
gravel give tiny yields. Complex aromas of cassis,
spices and an elegant long peppery finish. Serve
with rack of lamb or ripe cheeses at the end of a
meal. 92 points from Parker, gold medals left and
right and 20/20 from V&V.
Pale, light and refreshing. Delicious.

17.50€

19.50€

19.50€

12.00€

12.00€

18.00€

15.00€

16.50€

8.50€

Pic Saint Loup, The first Languedoc vineyards to show the huge potential of this region.

Rouge DAME JEANNE

PIC ST LOUP

Syrah, Grenache and
Mourvedre

Dame Rouge is just the entry-point Pic from Guilhem
Guilhem Viu, young self
but it easily outranks wines at twice the price. From
taught winemaker who
the fist nose and taste you are enthralled by this
has taken the region by
wine, and it’s many levels of fruit, spices, licorice and
storm.
texture. Long on the palate and memorable.

17.50€

Cremant and Blanquette de Limoux, the original Sparkling Wines of France before Champagne. Still amazingly good value. J Laurens is the best by a long mark.
Rose

NO 7

12.0%

NV

Blanc

DEMOISELLE

12.0%

2013

Blanc

GRIAMENOUS

12.0%

NV

Blanc

LE MOULIN BRUT

12.0%

NV

Blanc

LE MOULIN DEMI SEC

12.0%

NV

Blanc

ANCESTRALE

Blanc

BLANC DE BLANC

Blanc

BRUT

6.0%

NV

Limoux stakes it claim to
100% PINOT NOIR
be the first producer of
sparkling wines, before
Chardonnay and Chenin
Champagne. Certainly J
Laurens is a specialist in
Chardonnay and Chenin
CREMANT and sparkling wines though
BLANQUETTE
it was founded by a
Chenin and Mauzac
DE LIMOUX
champenois in the
1970s it is today one of
Chenin and Mauzac
only a few producers
who still grow their
grapes and produce
Chenin and Mauzac
their own wines. BEST

CHAMPAGNE NOMINE
RENARD

perfect summer fizz, just cant go wrong. Fruity yet
dry with lots of personality
A classy glass of wine, pretty close to Champagne in
style due the 100% of Chardonnay. Top class
OUR BEST SELLER
Softer creamier style that Graimenous
Medium dry and fruity, classic blanquette de limoux.
Low in alcohol, one fermentation then stopped like
an asti. Medium sweet and fruity. Serve with icecream or fruit salad

11.00€
12.00€
9.50€
8.50€
8.50€
10.00€

CHAMPAGNE, VILLEVENARD

Blanc

DEMI SEC

Blanc

SPECIAL CLUB

Rose

ROSE

NV

CHAMPAGNE
2008

Chardonnay
pinot noir, pinot
Meunier and
chardonnay
pinot noir, pinot
Meunier and
chardonnay
pinot noir, pinot
Meunier and
chardonnay
Pinot Noir and
Chardonnay

Biscuity, rich and complex and very dry
Classic Champagne with fine bubbles and a delicate
persistent aroma.
A family champagne
house that has made Very slightly off dry an increasing popular style that
and released its own is perfect for an aperitif.
champagne since 1971.
a member of the Club Fine, elegant and very dry. 2008 was an excellent
de Champagne for vintage with fine fruit and good acidity, a wine to
independent producers. keep as well.
Predominantly pinot noir, dry fragrant and fruity
with a bit more weight.

28.50€
22.50€

22.50€

39.00€
22.50€

A family champagne
house that has made
and released its own
champagne since 1971.
a member of the Club
de Champagne for
independent producers.

DOMAINE LA MIJANE

CABARDES Relative newcomer but already making waves. Organic winery and one of the closest producer to Carcassonne.
Rouge ARPEGE

14.0%

2013

AOP Cabardes

Blanc

Gewurztraminer

13.0%

2015

Cite de
Carcassonne

Gris

Pinot Gris de Gris

13.0%

2015

Cite de
Carcassonne

SARRAT DE GOUNDY

Merlot Grenache

Recently aquired by
new owners who are
overseeing the
Gewurztraminer
transformation once
again to a notable
estate on the Canal du
Midi
Pinot Gris / Pinot Grigio
Sarrat de Goundy, La Clape.

Blanc

Cuvee sans Titre No 5

14.0%

2015

Vin de France

Rouge Cuvee sans Titre No 4

14.0%

2014

Vin de France

Rouge Combe aux Louvre

14.0%

2013

La Clape AOP

Rouge

Le Moulin

13.5%

2014

La Clape AOP

Blanc

Le Marin

13.0%

2014

La Clape AOP

13.0%

2015

IGP

Blanc,
Rose and Les Petits Canon
Rouge

A harmonious blend of Merlot and Grenache that
combines a fresh ripe Bordeaux note with the sunny
fruit of Grenache.
An exciting find, 100% Gewurztraminer from
Carcassonne. Really delivers the rose petal and
turkish delight notes, with lychee and apricot
flavours and a nice dry finish. Great with smoked
The palest possible rose we have ever encountered,
a true Gris de Gris. Also unusually from Pinot Gris,
not widely planted in the Languedoc. Very dry,
delicate and excellent with fish.

Described as Collection Particuliére if just 1800
bottles, Olivier has tried to make a pretty good S
Rhone style white, coming close to Chateauneuf as
possible. Hedonistic, complex and very satisfying.
Also just 1800 bottles, this time the wine sees no oak
Young wine maker,
but is aged in terracotta amphora. Use of sulphur is
Olivier Calix has taken
100% Syrah
kept to a minimum and result in highly expressive
over the family business
wines which are very rewarding. Unfiltered.
and pushed it into the
21st century with an
A hugely enjoyable wine that is a perfect expression
occasional nod back to
of the old vines of La Clape. These wines are among
Carignan, Grenache,
the Romans with his
the oldest of the Languedoc and were highly prized.
Mourvedre and Syrah
Amphora. Located a
The renaissance of the region has been driven from
stone's throw from
La Clape.
Narbonne their vines
Le Moulin is a good statement of the reds of La
are on the rugged hills
Clape. Not too heavy or heady, it has fine bright
GSC Blend
above Narbonne Plage
fruit and good weight making it a perfect match for
and on the sunny stony
BBQ or pasta.
plateaux. More or less
Bourboulenc is a variety very local to La Clape and
Bourboulenc, Grenache classic local varieties
well adapted the sea climate. La Clape might be the
Blanc, Viognier,
but some inspired
sunniest place in Languedoc but it is not the hottest
Macabeu and
wines. An estate to
and the sea breeze ad humidity are a challenge for
Roussanne
watch closely
growers. Made to serve with seafood.
OK, lets not get hung up on varieties here. This
range of dry house wines are all with screw caps,
A bit of everything
pretty labels and made for summer picnics. Delicious
and one of our best sellers.
Viognier and Grenache
Blanc

All prices include VAT at 20% and are collected from Vins y Vinos, 38 Rue Barbès, Carcassonne 11000.
Transport to destination invoiced at cost incl VAT 20%. Quote on request.
Payment in advance of Dispatch only
Prices Valid as of 20th May 2016. We retain the right to increase prices without
notice.

OTHER WINERIES NOT YET ADDED
DOMAINE MONPLEZY
DOMAINE JASSE CASTEL
CHATEAU JONQUIERES
BEAUREGARD MIROUZE
DOMAINE DE SCHISTES

PEZENAS
TERRASSES DE
LARZAC
TERRASSES DE
LARZAC
CORBIERES
ROUSSILLON
COTES
CATALANE

50ha organic,
9HA organic estate,
9ha

RED AND WHITES, ORGANIC, OUTSTANDING
QUALITY
One of the few wines we awarded 20/20 .
Phenomenal white and top class reds.
Historic property with 9ha vines. Good value well
crafted wines. Young couple in their third vintage.
exciting organic estate in Corbieres.
Range of wines including rancio, maury and solera
as well as minerally whites and racy reds.

8.90€

7.90€

7.90€

15.00€

24.00€

22.00€

7.20€

7.20€

6.00€

